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February 2019 Update

Looking Back at 2018
The following graph, sourced from Morningstar, summarizes the performance of the key asset classes within PMN client portfolios.

PMN’s model portfolios, and therefore your 
investments, are diversified across all main 
asset classes. 
The following table confirms the performance 
of our moderate (balanced) portfolio against 
a peer group sample of equivalent, well 
recognised funds.
This is specifically for the calendar year 
2018 only.

Fund Return (%)
Jupiter Merlin Balanced (I class) -2.30
Hargreaves Lansdown Balanced Managed Trust (A class) -7.70
Fidelity Moneybuilder Balanced (Y class) -6.40
Tilney Advanced Passive Portfolio (C class) -5.90
St James’s Place Balanced Managed (L class) -5.80
Schroder Balanced Managed (Z class) -7.40
PMN Moderate Model -3.70
FTSE UK Private Investor Balanced Index (Total Return) -2.84

Sources: institutions’ fund fact sheets, Morningstar, plus Citywire for Hargreaves Lansdown Balanced Managed. 
Note: data based on accumulation share classes, before platform and adviser charges.
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Asset Class*
Return  

(%)
  Developed Europe (ex UK) Equities -9.08
  UK Equities -8.75
  Global Bonds 0.10
  Short Dated UK Gilts 0.34
  US Equities 1.56
  UK Commercial Property 4.65

The above returns are all sterling adjusted with net 
income reinvested.

PMN Comment
•  2018 was the first negative year since 2011.
•  In the context of market conditions and competitor performance, 

the PMN investment approach protected your portfolio from the 
worst of the market downturn.

•  Valuable returns have been achieved over the longer term.
•  The moderate model portfolio currently has 34% allocated to bonds 

and fixed interest.

•  Bonds and fixed interest have traditionally been the “shock 
absorbers” for investment portfolios. 

•   PMN’s moderate portfolio has outperformed well-known funds shown in 
the table above.

•  When asset prices fall, your investments will fall. Equally, when asset 
prices rise, your investments will rise.

Looking Forward to 2019
In our view, equity markets will be most affected by the following, 
which we have ranked in, what we believe, to be the order of greatest 
impact on your portfolio:
1.  US – China trade wars continuing.
2.  Slowdown in China’s economic growth.
3.   The risk of premature or unexpected interest rate rises.
4.  No deal Brexit.
5.  An Italian banking crisis.

All of these scenarios could have a significant, short-term effect on 
equity markets. PMN’s clients may see a no deal Brexit as the single 
biggest threat to their portfolios. However, this needs to be seen in 
perspective. Whilst UK share prices may fall in the short-term, the 
dividend stream should continue, and we would expect prices to 
recover in the medium to long term.
Headwinds are inevitable, but you need to be able to look through 
temporary difficulties and focus on the longer term.

Your portfolios remain well diversified. This has worked in the past, 
and we see no reason to change this approach now. 

Global Bonds = Barclays Global Aggregate 
UK Equities = FTSE 100 

* Short Dated Gilts = FTSE UK Conventional Gilts Up To 5 Years
Developed Europe (ex UK) Equities = FTSE All World Europe ex UK

US Equities = S&P 500 Index
UK Commercial Property = L&G UK Property (Institutional share class)
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